This paper considers the problem of dynamic power allocation in the downlink of multi-cell networks, where each cell utilizes non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA)-based resource allocation. Also, coordinated multi-point (CoMP) transmission is utilized among multiple cells to serve users experiencing severe inter-cell interference (ICI). Under this CoMP-NOMA framework, CoMP transmission is applied to a user experiencing less distinctive channel gain with multiple base stations (BSs)/cells (i.e., severe ICI-prone user) and non-CoMP transmission (i.e., transmission without any coordination among multiple BSs) is applied to a user experiencing dominating channel gain with only one BS/cell, while NOMA is utilized at each BS to schedule CoMP and non-CoMP users over the same transmission resources, i.e., time, spectrum and space. After discussing various CoMP-NOMA models for downlink power allocation in multi-cell networks, we focus on a joint transmission CoMP-NOMA (JT-CoMP-NOMA) model. For the JT-CoMP-NOMA model, an optimal joint power allocation problem is formulated and the solution is derived for each CoMP-set consisting of multiple cooperating BSs (i.e., CoMP BSs). To avoid the huge computational complexity of the joint power optimization approach, we propose a distributed power optimization approach at each cooperating BS whose optimal solution is independent of the solution of other coordinating BSs. The distributed solution for the joint power optimization problem is validated and numerical performance evaluation is carried out for the proposed CoMP-NOMA models including JT-CoMP-NOMA and coordinated scheduling CoMP-NOMA (CS-CoMP-NOMA). The obtained results reveal significant gains in spectral and energy efficiency in comparison with conventional CoMP-orthogonal multiple access (CoMP-OMA) systems.
A. Preliminaries D UE to its potential to significantly enhance the radio spectral efficiency, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is considered as a promising multiple access technology for fifth generation (5G) and beyond 5G (B5G) cellular systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The fundamental idea of NOMA is to simultaneously serve multiple users over the same transmission channel (i.e., in time, spectrum, or spatial domain) at the expense of inter-user interference. Although several NOMA techniques have been actively investigated over the last few years, majority of the efforts have focused on power-domain NOMA [6] , [7] , which exploits signal power diversity for each NOMA user at each NOMA receiver end. In downlink transmission under power-domain NOMA, a base station (BS) transmitter schedules multiple users to use the same transmission resources by superposing their signals in the power domain. The superposition is performed such that each NOMA user can successfully decode the desired signal by applying a particular successive interference cancellation (SIC) technique at the corresponding receiver. In this paper, we consider power-domain NOMA and thus the term NOMA will refer to power-domain NOMA, unless it is mentioned otherwise.
To maximize the sum-rate for downlink transmission with NOMA, BS power allocation enables the NOMA users to perform SIC according to the ascending order of their channel gains [9] . That is, prior to decoding the desired signal, each NOMA user will cancel signals of other NOMA users in the same NOMA cluster which have lower channel gains than the considered NOMA user. The signals for other NOMA users with higher channel gains than the considered user will act as inter-NOMA-user interference (INUI) or intra-NOMA-cluster interference. As a result, a cell-edge NOMA user generally experiences INUI due to signals for the cell-center users. Since with downlink transmission a NOMA user receives the desired signal and the INUI signal over the same wireless channel, the corresponding signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) depends on the transmit power allocated to a particular user in comparison with the sum of transmit powers allocated to the other NOMA users with higher SIC ordering 1 [9] . 1 User i having higher SIC ordering than user j indicates that, before decoding the desired signal, user i can cancel signal of user j; while user j cannot cancel signal of user i, i.e., user i acts as INUI to user j. 0090-6778 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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In a multi-cell network, co-channel downlink transmissions to cell-edge users strongly interfere with each other, which may result in low received SINR for cell-edge users. The interference could be more severe in a multi-cell heterogeneous network (HetNet) scenarios. In a co-channel HetNet, intercell interference (ICI) generated from a high power macro cell seriously affects on the SINR performance of the underlaid low power small cells, which may make traditional NOMA application inefficient for HetNets. Therefore, advanced ICI management is crucial for multi-cell downlink NOMA systems. To mitigate ICI for traditional downlink orthogonal multiple access (OMA)-based fourth genaration (4G) cellular systems, third generation partnership project (3GPP) has adopted coordinated multi-point (CoMP) transmission technique in which multiple cells coordinately schedule/transmit to the ICI-prone users [10] . In this paper, we investigate the application of CoMP to NOMA-based multi-cell downlink transmissions in multi-cell networks in order to improve the spectral efficiency of the network.
B. Terminologies and Assumptions
In this paper, we consider single BS in each cell (i.e., no cell sectorization) and thus the terms CoMP-BS and CoMP-cell are used interchangeably. A CoMP-set defines the set of cells/BSs which cooperate/coordinate to serve a user, where each coordinating cell/BS is defined as a CoMP-cell/CoMP-BS. The term CoMP-user refers to a user whose desired signal is transmitted after coordination among CoMP-BSs belonging to a particular CoMP-set, while a non-CoMP-user refers to a user whose desired signal is transmitted by only one BS without coordination with other BS(s). The term CoMP-NOMA is used to indicate the application of CoMP to a NOMA system in which a CoMP-BS forms a NOMA cluster by including both CoMP-users and non-CoMP-users, according to the applied CoMP scheme. In addition, cluster-head of a particular NOMA cluster defines a user who can cancel all INUI due to other users in the considered NOMA cluster.
For multi-cell downlink transmission, the mathematical derivations and corresponding numerical analysis performed in this paper consider a particular resource element (RE) consisting of time and spectrum resource, e.g., resource element in an LTE system. A flat fading channel across the NOMA REs is considered. Single transmit and receive antennas are assumed at both the user and BS ends. NOMA clusters within each cell use orthogonal REs (i.e., no inter-NOMA-cluster interference within a single cell). In the NOMA clusters served by different CoMP-BSs within a CoMP-set, a common CoMP-user is served by the CoMP-BSs using the same RE(s).
C. Existing Research on CoMP-NOMA
In spite of tremendous research interests in NOMA, a very limited amount of work investigates NOMA in multi-cell networks. Here, we briefly review the existing researches on resource allocation and ICI modeling/mitigation in downlink multi-cell NOMA networks. In [12] , the outage probability and achievable data rates are derived for uplink and downlink NOMA in a multi-cell homogeneous network. A joint problem for spectrum allocation and power control is formulated in [13] for downlink in HetNets, where a many-toone matching game is utilized for spectrum allocation and a non-convex optimization problem is formulated for power control. In [14] , under a particular rate constraint, the authors formulate a distributed optimization approach for sum transmit power minimization among a number of BSs in a downlink multi-cell network.
By utilizing CoMP technology among multiple cells, a downlink CoMP-NOMA model is studied in [15] . The authors discuss the application of various CoMP schemes in a multi-cell homogeneous network in which each cell utilizes 2-user NOMA for downlink transmission. In [16] , Alamouti code is utilized for joint downlink transmission to a celledge user under a CoMP framework consisting of two cells in a homogeneous network. In [16] , a CoMP-user forms a NOMA cluster with a non-CoMP-user, i.e., forms 2-user NOMA clusters at each coordinating cell. Also, the application of NOMA to a downlink CoMP transmission scenario can be found in [17] , where NOMA is opportunistically used for a group of cell-edge users receiving CoMP transmissions from multiple coordinating cells. The authors derive the outage probability for the proposed opportunistic NOMA system by considering joint multi-cell power allocation among the CoMP-users.
Beylerian and Ohtsuki [18] also study a CoMP-NOMA system for downlink transmission and propose a suboptimal scheduling strategy for NOMA users under CoMP transmission. In [19] , a downlink CoMP-NOMA system is utilized for the purpose of relaying a signal to a remote user who is unable to receive direct transmission from any coordinating cell. The authors derive the outage probability for their proposed CoMP-NOMA system by considering a fixed power allocation strategy. In [20] , dynamic power control is used for multicell downlink NOMA for sum-power minimization and sumrate maximization. The authors consider CoMP transmissions from the cells in a homogeneous network, where each cell has two users in each NOMA cluster. On the other hand, by utilizing massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)enhanced macro cell and NOMA-enhanced small cell, a hybrid HetNet system is studied in [21] , where the authors derive the coverage probability of NOMA-enhanced small cells under the impact of MIMO-enabled macro cell. The problem of resource allocation and sum-rate optimization for NOMA in a downlink multi-cell MIMO network is investigated in [22] [23] [24] . The concept of downlink CoMP-NOMA in a homogeneous multicell network scenario is presented in [25] .
D. Motivation and Key Contributions
Although dynamic power allocation is critical to achieve performance gain in a NOMA system, most of the exiting research on CoMP-NOMA considers fixed power allocation strategies and/or single-cell scenarios. To be suitable for deployment in practical scenarios, performance modeling, analysis and optimization of NOMA should consider dynamic power adaptation in multi-cell scenarios including HetNets. Since the performance of a multi-cell network is prone to ICI, application of CoMP would be indispensable, particularly when NOMA is used. Consequently, we investigate in this paper the dynamic power allocation problem for sum-rate maximization in downlink CoMP-NOMA in multi-cell scenarios under minimum rate and SIC constraints for the users in a NOMA cluster.
In the proposed CoMP-NOMA model, each BS can form a NOMA cluster by including one/multiple CoMP-user(s) and one/multiple non-CoMP-user(s). The system categorizes users into CoMP-user and non-CoMP-user according to their received SINR. The CoMP-set is determined for each CoMP-user which in turn yields the number of CoMP-users in each CoMP-set. Within a CoMP-set, each coordinating cell, i.e., a CoMP-cell, forms a NOMA cluster consisting of their non-CoMP-users and CoMP-users, based on the applied CoMP scheme. After forming NOMA clusters, dynamic power allocation is performed for each NOMA cluster at each CoMP-cell. Fig. 1 demonstrates the proposed CoMP-NOMA model considering joint transmission (JT) (i.e., JT-CoMP-NOMA) in a multi-cell two-tier HetNet scenario consisting of one high power macro base station (MBS), which is also denoted as an eNB in LTE terminology, underlaid with two low power small cell base stations (SBSs). The figure shows two CoMP-sets: one 3-BS CoMP-set and one 2-BS CoMP-set. In the 3-BS CoMP-set, UE 1,m , UE 1,s1 , and UE 1,s2 are the non-CoMP-user equipment (UE) 2 served only by MBS, SBS-1 and SBS-2, respectively, without any coordination among the CoMP-BSs, while CoMP-UEs UE 1,ms1s2 and UE 2,ms1s2 are served by all three CoMP-BSs in a coordinated manner. Similarly, in the 2-BS CoMP-set, UE 2,m and UE 2,s1 are the non-CoMP-UEs served only by MBS and SBS-1, respectively, while CoMP-UE UE 1,ms1 is served by both the CoMP-BSs, i.e., MBS and SBS-1. Note that, in the JT-CoMP-NOMA scenario shown in Fig. 1 , the CoMP-UEs receive multiple streams of similar data from multiple CoMP-BSs.
The key contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• Formulation of a convex power optimization problem for sum-rate maximization in a single-cell downlink NOMA system under rate and the SIC constraints for the users in a NOMA cluster. The convex power optimization formulation for single-cell downlink NOMA serves as a basis to formulate and solve the power allocation problem for CoMP-NOMA in multi-cell/HetNet scenarios. 
E. Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the problem formulation and solution for downlink power optimization in a single-cell NOMA system. Section III discusses the downlink power allocation problem for various CoMP-NOMA systems in multi-cell networks. Section IV presents the system model, the method for user classification into CoMP-UEs and non-CoMP-UEs, and the method for NOMA user-clustering for downlink JT-CoMP-NOMA system. The formulas for achievable rate for NOMA users, and the joint and distributed power optimization approaches for the proposed downlink JT-CoMP-NOMA system are presented in Section V. Section VI presents the validation of the distributed solution for the joint power optimization problem. Section VII evaluates the performance of the proposed solutions numerically. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. OPTIMAL POWER ALLOCATION FOR SINGLE-CELL DOWNLINK NOMA
Consider a single-cell network (i.e., no ICI) with M ≥ 2 users having distinct channel gains, which form an M -user NOMA cluster for downlink transmission. Also, assume that the SIC ordering for this NOMA cluster follows the users' indices, thus, signal for UE 1 is decoded first, signal for UE 2 is decoded second, and so on. Thus, UE 1 can decode its desired signal by treating all other users' signals as INUI, while UE M can decode its desired signal after canceling all INUI signals by applying SIC techniques. In such a downlink NOMA cluster, the achievable rate for any user i can be written as follows:
where γ i denotes the channel power gain (normalized by noise power) at the receiver for user i, and p i denotes the transmission power for user i. The radio channel is assumed to be flat Rayleigh fading channel over NOMA bandwidth B. For successful SIC operation at the receiver end(s), the necessary conditions for power allocation are:
The term θ denotes the minimum difference between the decoded signal power and the non-decoded INUI signal plus noise power [9] . This minimum difference is required to decode a NOMA user's signal in the presence of signals (plus noise) for other NOMA users with higher SIC ordering.
To maximize the sum-rate in a NOMA cluster, the SIC ordering needs to follow the ascending order of the NOMA users' channel gains. That is, the aforementioned SIC ordering will provide maximum sum-rate if the channel gains for the NOMA users are as follows:
In such an optimal scenario, the SIC constraints in (2) can be simplified to [9] 
It is worth noting that, for an M -user NOMA with any particular SIC ordering, the number of SIC constraints will be reduced to exactly (M − 1), and it can be simplified by following a procedure similar to [9, eq. (5) ]. Now, the power optimization problem for sum-rate maximization over NOMA bandwidth B in an M -user downlink NOMA having channel gains γ M > γ M−1 > · · · > γ 1 can be formulated as follows:
where C1 and C3 represent NOMA power budget and SIC constraints, respectively, while C2 represents each NOMA user's rate constraint. In this paper, each NOMA UE's minimum rate requirement is considered to be equal to its achievable rate in an OMA system. For example, in case of equal spectrum and power allocation among M users in an OMA system, R i = B M log 2 1 + p t γ i , ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , M. Lemma 1: For an M -user (M ≥ 2) downlink NOMA system with ascending channel gain-based SIC ordering, the sumrate maximization problem formulated in (4) is a convex optimization problem.
Proof: See Appendix A. According to Lemma 1, the sum-rate maximization problem in (4) is a convex optimization problem. Also, since all the inequality constraints are affine functions, the Slater's condition for strong duality holds. According to Slater's theorem, the KKT conditions are both necessary and sufficient for the optimal solution to the problem formulated in (4) . Using the KKT optimality conditions, it is easy to obtain the optimal solution for problem (4) following a procedure similar to [9] . The solution technique and algorithm for problem (4) are presented in Appendix B.
III. COMP-NOMA IN MULTI-CELL DOWNLINK NETWORKS
This section discusses various CoMP schemes in downlink NOMA and the corresponding power allocation strategies in multi-cell networks.
A. Coordinated Scheduling CoMP-NOMA in Multi-Cell Downlink Networks
In coordinated scheduling (CS)-CoMP scheme, each CoMP-UE receives single data stream from only one CoMP-BS (i.e., the primary serving BS) in a CoMP-set, while the other CoMP-BSs do not interfere the CoMP-UE. The transmission resources (i.e., REs) for the CoMP-UEs served by the distinct CoMP-BSs are orthogonal, and the orthogonal RE allocation is performed based on the coordination among the CoMP-BSs. In CS-CoMP-NOMA, one or multiple CoMP-UEs under a particular CoMP-set forms NOMA cluster with non-CoMP-UEs where all users are served by a single BS. Thus, a CoMP-UE under CS-CoMP-NOMA model may experience INUI but does not experience ICI. After RE allocation for each NOMA cluster, the working principle of downlink CS-CoMP-NOMA is similar to that of single-cell downlink NOMA presented in Section II. Therefore, the downlink power allocation and data-rate formula for CS-CoMP-NOMA are similar to those of the conventional NOMA in a single-cell system.
B. Dynamic Point Selection CoMP-NOMA in Multi-Cell Downlink Networks
The downlink transmission for dynamic point selection (DPS)-CoMP scheme is similar to that for CS-CoMP scheme except that the former requires the CoMP-UEs' data to be available at each CoMP-BS and faster scheduling decision among the CoMP-BSs. At a particular scheduling time interval, both the schemes select one CoMP-BS to transmit to a CoMP-UE while the other CoMP-BSs belonging to the same CoMP-set do not interfere (i.e., cause ICI) to the scheduled CoMP-UE [10] . Thus, at each scheduling time interval, the power allocation for downlink DPS-CoMP-NOMA is also same as the power allocation for single-cell downlink NOMA. It is also worth noting that, under CS-CoMP/DPS-CoMP scheme, a CoMP-BS which does not transmit to a CoMP-UE may use the same RE to serve cell-centre users with a low transmit power.
C. Coordinated Beamforming CoMP-NOMA in Multi-cell Downlink Networks
The fundamental principle of coordinated beamforming (CB)-CoMP is similar to that of a distributed MIMO system where the CoMP-BSs act as a distributed antenna array. One CoMP-UE is served by one CoMP-BS, while all the CoMP-BSs use the same RE to serve their respective CoMP-UEs utilizing the distributed MIMO principle [10] . To apply CB-CoMP scheme in a downlink NOMA system, one or multiple non-CoMP-UEs need to be clustered with a CoMP-UE at each CoMP-BS. Also, to cancel ICI for CoMP-UEs, MIMO beamforming (e.g., zero-forcing) needs to be performed among the NOMA clusters at multiple CoMP-BSs [26] . However, since the channel vectors for CoMP-UEs and non-CoMP-UEs usually are not of same dimension, i.e., a CoMP-UE experiences multiple channels equal to the number of CoMP-BSs while a non-CoMP-UE may experience a single channel with the serving BS, MIMO precoding may not be possible in a CB-CoMP-NOMA cluster. As a result, CB-CoMP is not applicable to the proposed CoMP-NOMA framework.
D. Joint Transmission CoMP-NOMA in Multi-Cell Downlink Networks
In joint transmission (JT)-CoMP scheme under single antenna BS and UE, multiple CoMP-BSs simultaneously transmit multiple streams of the same data to a CoMP-UE using the same RE. Since the same data is transmitted by all CoMP-BSs, the receiver performance for a CoMP-UE improves. In JT-CoMP-NOMA, the CoMP-UEs in a particular CoMP-set simultaneously form distinct NOMA clusters with the non-CoMP-UEs of distinct CoMP-BSs. Since all the CoMP-BSs in a CoMP-set use same RE to schedule users of their respective CoMP-NOMA clusters, the CoMP-UEs do not experience ICI (same CoMP-UE in all clusters) but do experience INUI depending on their SIC ordering. However, due to the simultaneous reception of multiple streams of the same data, the SIC ordering for CoMP-UE should follow Lemma 2.
Lemma 2: Under JT-CoMP-NOMA model, the SIC ordering for a CoMP-UE will be the same in all NOMA clusters formed at each CoMP-BS under a particular CoMP-set.
Proof: See [25, p. 3]. The downlink power allocation for JT-CoMP-NOMA is different from that for single-cell downlink NOMA. In the remaining part of the paper, we will present the downlink power allocation method for JT-CoMP-NOMA in a multi-cell network, specifically, for a two-tier HetNet.
IV. DOWNLINK TRANSMISSION FOR JT-COMP-NOMA IN TWO-TIER HETNETS A. Network Model
Consider a two-tier HetNet consisting of a single high power MBS underlaid with X number of low transmit power SBSs from the set X = {1, 2, · · · , X}. For downlink transmission in this HetNet, each BS uses NOMA to schedule its users, while JT-CoMP transmission by multiple CoMP-BSs is applied to serve the ICI-prone CoMP-users. We also assume that the number of coordinating BSs is no more than three. Therefore, the number of 2-BS CoMP-set Y = X and the number of
Under this JT-CoMP-NOMA model, a CoMP-UE receives multiple transmissions from the CoMP-BSs belonging to a CoMP-set and forms distinct NOMA clusters with non-CoMP-UEs served by each of these CoMP-BSs of the considered CoMP-set. On the other hand, a non-CoMP-UE receives its desired signal only from the BS it is associated with, which can be a member of only one NOMA cluster. Therefore, the resource allocation in JT-CoMP-NOMA model involves three distinct functions: user classification into CoMP-UEs and non-CoMP-UEs, NOMA user-clustering of CoMP-UEs and non-CoMP-UEs, and power allocation among NOMA users within each cluster. To maximize the overall network sumrate, the three functions should be addressed jointly. However, the combinatorial nature of the NOMA user clustering [9] and the large signaling overhead for CoMP user classification make the joint solution infeasible. Therefore, we divide the problem into three subproblems as given below.
B. Classification of Users Into CoMP-and Non-CoMP-UEs
It can be performed based on the average received signal strength (RSS) at the UEs. In this process, the UEs decode the cell-specific reference signal for their primary serving BS as well as from neighboring BSs, and then send all the estimated RSS to the associating BS. After the serving BS has received the RSS information for each UE, if the differences among the measured RSSs are small (i.e., less distinctive), then the UE is classified as a CoMP-UE and the neighboring (interfering) BSs can be the CoMP-BSs. Then the primary serving BS (which is also a CoMP-BS) informs other CoMP-BSs to form a CoMP-set in order to perform JT toward the CoMP-UE. Note that the cluster-heads can be chosen from among the non-CoMP-UEs (i.e., users experiencing good channel condition with only their serving BSs).
C. NOMA User-Clustering Among CoMP-UEs and Non-CoMP-UEs
After classifying users into CoMP-UE and non-CoMP-UE, each BS can perform NOMA user-clustering among the CoMP-UEs and non-CoMP-UEs. The search based userclustering technique could attain optimal rate performance but involves combinatorial optimization among the users in a cell, and thus it is also impractical. In this case, the low-complexity suboptimal user-clustering solution in [9] can provide a good trade-off between the complexity and the performance gain.
In the JT-CoMP-NOMA model, a NOMA cluster can be formed by including any number of CoMP-UEs and/or non-CoMP-UEs. However, according to Lemma 2, if a CoMP-UE becomes the cluster-head in one NOMA cluster, it would also be the cluster-head in other NOMA clusters formed at distinct CoMP-BSs under the same CoMP-set. Also, according to [25 p. 3] , if a CoMP-UE becomes the cluster-head in distinct NOMA clusters formed with non-CoMP-UEs at distinct CoMP-BSs, then cancellation of INUI from non-CoMP-UEs may not be possible at the cluster-head CoMP-UE. In addition, since the CoMP-UEs are supposed to be the celledge users (i.e., low channel gain users), making a CoMP-UE a cluster-head may not improve the performance of the NOMA system in comparison with their OMA counterparts. Therefore, we assume that each NOMA cluster includes at least one non-CoMP-UE and one/multiple CoMP-UEs, and each CoMP-UE has prior SIC ordering or lower SIC ordering than that of the non-CoMP-UEs, i.e., non-CoMP-UEs can cancel INUI from the CoMP-UEs while none of the CoMP-UEs can cancel INUI form the non-CoMP-UEs. We also assume that all the CoMP-UEs in a particular CoMP-set are grouped into a single NOMA cluster formed at each CoMP-BS. In the next section, we will present a dynamic power allocation method for the proposed JT-CoMP-NOMA model considering a particular CoMP-set.
V. DYNAMIC POWER ALLOCATION FOR JT-COMP-NOMA IN TWO-TIER HETNETS
This section will derive dynamic power allocation for JT-CoMP-NOMA considering a particular CoMP-set. Let us consider a 2-BS CoMP-set y ∈ Y where the number of non-CoMP-UEs in the MBS and x-th SBS are Φ y,m and Φ y,sx , respectively, and the number of CoMP-UEs is Φ y,msx . In this y-th 2-BS CoMP-set, the set of non-CoMP-UEs i ∈ {1, · · · , Φ y,m } in the MBS, the set of non-CoMP-UEs j ∈ {1, · · · , Φ y,sx } in the x-th SBS, and the set of CoMP-UEs k ∈ {1, · · · , Φ y,msx } all are assumed to follow the SIC ordering according to their subscripts. For the non-CoMP-UEs, the subscripts follow the ascending order of their channel gains with their respective serving BS, i.e., optimal SIC ordering for non-CoMP-UEs. On the other hand, for the CoMP-UEs, their subscripts may not follow the ascending order of their channel gains with any particular CoMP-BS. Also, the SIC ordering for CoMP-UE is prior to the non-CoMP-UE in each CoMP-BS.
A. Achievable Data Rate in JT-CoMP-NOMA System
In this 2-BS y-th JT-CoMP-NOMA, the achievable data rate for the non-CoMP-UE i served by the MBS over a unit RE, i.e., for B = 1, can be expressed as
where γ The achievable rate for a non-CoMP-UE j in x-th SBS, using the same RE as in (5), can be expressed as
where γ The achievable rate for a CoMP-UE k, using the same RE as in (5) and (6), can be expressed as
where γ are similarly defined as in (5) and (6), respectively, but act as INUI for k-th CoMP-UE. Note that, a CoMP-UE experiences INUI from both the CoMP-BSs due to its inclusion in both the NOMA clusters and having a lower SIC ordering than the non-CoMP-UEs. For a 3-BS CoMP-set, the achievable rate formulas can be derived by following a procedure similar to that for a 2-BS CoMP-set.
B. Joint Power Optimization Approach
Let us assume that p (m) t and p (sx) t are the NOMA power budget at the MBS and the x-th SBS, respectively, for the y-th 2-BS CoMP-set. If R i , R j , and R k are the minimum rate requirements for the i-th non-CoMP-UE served by the MBS, j-th non-CoMP-UE served by the x-th SBS, and k-th CoMP-UE served by both CoMP-BSs, respectively, then the sum-rate maximization problem for the y-th 2-BS CoMP-set under joint power optimization (JPO) approach can be formulated as follows:
where R i , R j , and R k are defined in (5), (6) and (7), respectively, Also, the vector p k , p k , p
and γ l are defined similarly as in (7) . The optimization variables p (m) and p (sx) are defined as p (m) 
Φy,s x +Φy,ms x ] T . Constraints C1 and C2 represent the power budget for NOMA cluster at the MBS and the x-th SBS, respectively. Constraints C3, C4, and C5 represent the individual rate requirements for CoMP-UEs, non-CoMP-UEs served by the MBS, and non-CoMP-UEs served by the x-th SBS, respectively, The SIC constraints for CoMP-UEs, non-CoMP-UEs served by the MBS, and non-CoMP-UEs served by the x-th SBS are represented by C6, C7, and C8, respectively. Since the SIC ordering for the non-CoMP-UEs follows their ascending channel gain order, we use SIC constraint in (3) for non-CoMP-UEs. On the other hand, the SIC constraint in (2) is used for CoMP-UEs as they may not follow the ascending channel gain order at both the CoMP-BSs simultaneously.
The sum-rate maximization problem for JT-CoMP-NOMA formulated in (8) (8) is similar to the optimization of p in (4), and thus the solution 3 can be obtained by using the KKT optimality conditions [9] . On the other hand, the x-th SBS maximizes (8) by optimizing p (sx) under constraints C2, C3, C5, C6, and C8, for each feasible solution in the MBS. For a 3-BS CoMP-set, the JPO approach can be derived by following a procedure similar to that for a 2-BS CoMP-set. , where K denotes the number of discrete points (i.e., transmit power values) would be considered under the feasible solution range of each CoMP-BS. Note that the larger the value of K, the better would be the performance. Solving the joint power optimization problem (8) to obtain the optimal solution will incur substantial computational complexity. To reduce the complexity, in the following section, we will present a distributed power optimization method at each CoMP-BS which is independent of the power allocation at other CoMP-BSs.
C. Distributed Power Allocation Approach
This subsection provides a suboptimal solution for the optimization problem in (8) which is referred to as the distributed power optimization (DPO) approach. In the proposed approach, each CoMP-BS optimizes its power allocation for the NOMA cluster without considering ICI and the impact of CoMP transmission. However, note that, due to JT-CoMP transmission, all of the CoMP-BSs simultaneously transmit the same message signal to the CoMP-UEs by using the power allocation solution presented in Section II.
Considering the same y-th 2-BS CoMP-set, the NOMA cluster served by the MBS contains Φ y,m non-CoMP-UEs and Φ y,msx CoMP-UEs, and the NOMA cluster served by x-th SBS contains Φ y,sx non-CoMP-UEs and Φ y,msx CoMP-UEs. Let Ψ y,m = Φ y,m + Φ y,msx denote the total number of users in the NOMA cluster served by the MBS and Ψ y,sx = Φ y,sx + Φ y,msx denote the total number of users in the NOMA cluster served by x-th SBS. For any CoMP-BS n ∈ {m, s x } in CoMP-set y, the achievable rate formula for a NOMA user l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Ψ y,n } (either non-CoMP-UE or CoMP-UE) can be written aŝ
where γ (n) l represents channel gain for NOMA user l with BS n. The terms p (n) l and Ψy,n l =l+1 p (n) l , respectively, denote the downlink transmit power for user l and downlink transmit power for other users in BS n which form NOMA cluster with user l but having higher SIC ordering than user l. Then, the distributed sum-rate maximization problem for CoMP-BS n ∈ {m, s x } can be formulated as max p (n) Ψy,n l=1R l subject to:Ĉ1 : 
whereĈ1 represents the power budget constraint for NOMA cluster at BS n, whileĈ2 andĈ3, respectively, denote the NOMA user's rate constraint and SIC constraint in the NOMA cluster at BS n under the y-th CoMP-set. The optimization problem in (10) is same as the optimization problem in (4). Thus, the KKT optimization method derived in Appendix B can be utilized to obtain the optimal solution for the DPO approach. Note that, for 3-BS CoMP-set, the DPO formulation is same as (10), but it should be solved at each of the three CoMP-BSs.
Complexity Analysis for DPO Approach: The computational complexity for DPO approach can be expressed as O(N · M · 2 M−1 ) where N is the number of CoMP-BSs and M is the number of NOMA users (including CoMP-UE and non-CoMP-UE) in each CoMP-BS. Thus, the complexity order of DPO approach is (M ! × K N ) times lower than that for the JPO approach where M and K are defined in Section V.B. However, to determine the SIC ordering for CoMP-UEs, a predefined method can be utilized in DPO system (e.g., SIC ordering for CoMP-UEs may follow the ascending channel gain order with a particular CoMP-BS). By numerical analysis, we will evaluate the rate performance for various SIC ordering under the DPO approach.
VI. VALIDITY OF THE DISTRIBUTED POWER OPTIMIZATION APPROACH

A. Validity of the DPO Approach for JT-CoMP-NOMA
A solution for the DPO approach in (10) will be a feasible solution for the JPO approach in (8) if all the constraints in (10) belong to the feasible solution region of (8) . Note that, the KKT optimality model in [9] can be used to obtain the optimal solution for both the JPO and DPO approaches. According to [9] , the optimal power allocation solution for a downlink NOMA always provides the minimum power to all NOMA users except the cluster-head; however, that minimum power must satisfy each user's rate constraint and the SIC constraints. After satisfying the rate constraints for all the non-cluster-head NOMA users, the rest of the available power budget is allocated to the cluster-head under the SIC constraint. The necessary conditions under which a solution obtained using the DPO approach will be a feasible solution for the JPO approach are as follows:
1) Power Budget Constraint: The NOMA power budget constraint for the DPO approach in (10) and the JPO approach in (8) are the same, which can be easily verified by setting n = m, i.e., constraintsĈ1 and C1 are same, and by setting n = s x , i.e., constraintsĈ1 and C2 are same. Note that Ψ y,n = Φ y,n + Φ y,msx , ∀n ∈ {m, s x }.
2) Data Rate and SIC Constraints: In JT-CoMP-NOMA, each CoMP-BS forms a NOMA cluster including both of the CoMP-UEs and the non-CoMP-UEs, where the non-CoMP-UEs are different at each CoMP-BS but CoMP-UEs are the same with similar SIC ordering at each CoMP-BS under a particular CoMP-set. The achievable rate formula for a CoMP-UE and a non-CoMP-UE are different in the JPO approach, while the achievable rate formulas for all NOMA users (either CoMP-UE or non-CoMP-UE) are the same in the DPO approach. However, the conditions under which the NOMA users' data-rate and SIC constraints under the DPO approach in (10) will satisfy the respective constraints under the JPO approach in (8) are as follows:
• If the ICI for non-CoMP-UEs is negligible, then the non-CoMP-UEs' achievable rate formula under the JPO and DPO approaches are the same, i.e., (5) and (9) are same when the ICI component in (5) is negligible. • If the ICI is not negligible for non-CoMP-UEs, then with the DPO approach, the minimum rate requirement for the non-CoMP-UEs (except the cluster-head) may not be met. By introducing an offset ICI into the achievable rate formula for a non-CoMP-UE under the DPO approach, the minimum rate requirement can be easily satisfied. The offset ICI, denoted asÎ n l , to a NOMA user l from interfering BS n can be expressed aŝ
where γ (n ) l is the power gain of interfering channel normalized with respect to noise power, K is the set of CoMP-UEs, p 3) . For a non-CoMP-UE, by adding the offset ICI of (11) into the SIC constraint in (10), the corresponding SIC constraints in (8) can be satisfied. It can be easily verified by noting the constraints. Lemma 3: The achievable rate for a CoMP-UE under the DPO approach in (10) is higher than the rate that can be achieved under the JPO approach in (8) . The data rate of a CoMP-UE under the DPO approach will be equal to that under the JPO approach if the noise power in their SINR expressions is divided by the number of CoMP-BSs, i.e., if (9) is modified aŝ
, ∀l ∈ K (12) where N denotes the number of CoMP-BSs and K denotes the set of common CoMP-UEs. Proof: See Appendix C. Remark 1: The JT-CoMP is an effective rate improvement technique for ICI-prone users in downlink OMA systems. Under an OMA system, signal transmitted to a CoMP-UE by each CoMP-BS does not contain any interference and thus the resultant SINR significantly improves. On the other hand, with NOMA, signal transmitted to a CoMP-UE by each CoMP-BS contains INUI, and thus the resultant SINR may not improve significantly. Under distributed power allocation, Lemma 3 shows that each CoMP-BS individually needs to meet the same rate requirement for each CoMP-UE. Since the data-rate for a CoMP-UE (which is not a cluster-head) under JT-CoMP-NOMA system depends on the ratio of its desired transmit power and the transmit power for INUI-users, a substantial transmit power needs to be allocated from all the CoMP-BSs to meet the rate requirements for the CoMP-UEs as in a JT-CoMP-OMA system. As a result, the average energy requirement could be high for a downlink JT-CoMP-NOMA system.
Remark 2: In a DPS/CS-CoMP scheme, all of the CoMP-BSs use the same resource element for NOMA cluster under a particular CoMP-set but only one CoMP-BS would include the CoMP-UEs into its NOMA cluster, while the other CoMP BSs form NOMA clusters including only non-CoMP-UEs. However, since all of the CoMP-BSs use the same resource element, the CoMP-BSs only transmitting to the non-CoMP-UEs can cause significant ICI to the CoMP-UEs.
VII. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
We examine the spectral efficiency (SE) for JT-CoMP-NOMA under the proposed JPO and DPO approaches and also compare the results with those for JT-CoMP-OMA. We also examine the energy efficiency (EE) gain for the proposed JT-CoMP-NOMA system over their OMA counterparts. The SE is measured in bits/schedulingtime/Hz, denoted as bits/s/Hz, while EE is measured in Mb/J. The SE and EE for a CoMP-set is taken as a summation over all the users served by that CoMP-set, while the SE and EE for a CoMP-BS is taken as a summation over all the users at the considered BS. All the numerical results are generated using MATLAB.
A. Simulation Assumptions
For a multi-cell system, we consider a two-tier HetNet consisting of one macrocell underlaid with two partially overlapped small cells, which is similar to Fig.1 , and all the cells utilize the same spectrum (i.e., full frequency reuse). Each BS in the corresponding cell is located at the centre of their corresponding circular coverage area. Using a procedure similar to Appendix B, we solve both optimization problems, i.e., JPO and DPO, and obtain the optimal solutions by utilizing the KKT optimality conditions. For JPO, the optimal power allocation is obtained by searching 10 4 points over the feasible power range in each CoMP-BS, i.e., search step size is p t /10 4 , where p t is the transmit power budget. For DPO, we use (9) and (12) to obtain the achievable data rate for non-CoMP users and CoMP users, respectively. In each NOMA cluster, we use one/multiple CoMP-UE but the number of non-CoMP-UEs is fixed to one, and thus no offset ICI is used under the DPO approach. Note that an offset ICI expressed in (11) needs to be used for all non-CoMP-UEs except the clusterhead under the DPO approach.
In the simulations, the wireless radio channel is modeled by considering only the impact of the free-space path-loss. That is, the channel gain for a user at a distance d Km from BS is modeled as: 128.1 + 37.6 log 10 (d). The ICI from a BS outside the CoMP-set is considered to be part of the noise power. All the simulation results in this section demonstrate the performance of dynamic power allocation in downlink CoMP-NOMA systems during a transmission interval, and thus, the user categorization (i.e., selection of CoMP-UE and non-CoMP-UE) and NOMA clustering are assumed to be fixed during that transmission interval. With random user locations and/or channel fading, since the channel gains for CoMP-UEs and non-CoMP-UEs can change during each scheduling/transmission time interval, user categorization and NOMA clustering will need to be performed during each transmission time interval.
The simulation parameters are considered in accordance of the 3GPP standards and the major parameters are shown in Table I . Also, the scheduling time is assumed to be equal to the LTE symbol time, therefore, LTE RE-wise scheduling is considered. The number of RE is considered to be equal to the number of users in a NOMA cluster. The rate constraint (i.e., minimum required data rate) for each UE under JT-CoMP-NOMA model is considered to be equal to its corresponding achievable rate under JT-CoMP-OMA scheme. In case of OMA, the transmit power and RE are assumed to be equally allocated among the OMA users. Note that energy efficiency (EE) is calculated as the ratio of sum-rate and transmit power. Perfect CSI is assumed to be available at the BS ends. For convenience, we use the term n:m:k to indicate a JT-CoMP NOMA system consisting of n CoMP-BS (a single MBS and n − 1 SBSs) each having a NOMA cluster of m users where each cluster contains a common k number of CoMP-UEs with the same SIC ordering and m − k non-CoMP-UEs which are different for different NOMA clusters.
B. Spectral Efficiency Performance
The SE performance of the proposed JT-CoMP-NOMA system is analyzed by simulating three different JT-CoMP-NOMA models: 2:2:1, 3:2:1 and 2:3:2, and the corresponding simulation results are shown in Fig. 2,  Fig. 3, and In the case of multiple SBSs in a CoMP-set (e.g., 3-BS CoMP-set), SBS-1 is considered to determine the distance for the CoMP-UEs.
All three figures, i.e., Fig. 2, Fig. 3 , and Fig. 4 , demonstrate a significant improvement of SE gain for JT-CoMP NOMA systems over their OMA counterparts. However, if we compare the results in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a) , we observe that the range of distance of CoMP-UE (which in turn determines the range of variation of CoMP-UE's channel power gain) to form NOMA cluster with non-CoMP-UE is reduced as the number of BSs in a CoMP-set increases. As the number of BSs in a CoMP-set increases, the desired signal power for CoMP-UE also increases additively under JT-CoMP-OMA. On the other hand, for a CoMP-UE under JT-CoMP-NOMA, the desired signal power and INUI power both additively increase as the number of BSs in a CoMP-set increases. Also, the data rate for a CoMP-UE in a NOMA cluster depends on the ratio of power allocated to that CoMP-UE and the power allocated to all other NOMA users which have higher SIC ordering. Thus, to achieve the same data rate that a CoMP-UE would achieve with OMA in Fig. 3(a) , the transmission power available for a CoMP-UE in each NOMA cluster could be insufficient. . This is because, the non-CoMP-UE in each NOMA cluster is the cluster-head and has very high channel power gain (due to closer distance to the serving BS), and thus until it's channel gain decreases significantly, it can achieve a higher data rate even though it is allocated a small portion of the total transmit power budget. Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a) also show the performance gap between the proposed JPO approach and the low-complexity DPO approach. It is observed that the performance gap is very small around the middle points (120-160 m in Fig. 2(a) and 140-160 m in Fig. 3(a) ) over the range of CoMP-UE's channel variation. In JT-CoMP, each CoMP-BS individually needs to meet the rate requirement for the common CoMP-UEs. On the other hand, under the JPO approach, to allocate power to a CoMP-UE, a CoMP-BS considers all the possible combinations of NOMA power allocation used by other CoMP-BSs, and thus obtain the globally optimal power allocation over all CoMP-BSs. On the other hand, under the DPO approach, each CoMP-BS independently allocates power to CoMP-UE and non-CoMP-UEs, and thus obtains a locally optimal power allocation at each CoMP-BS. However, the resultant SE performance gap, which can be considered as the cost of the complexity reduction of JT-COMP-NOMA, is not significant. Fig. 4 illustrates the SE gain for the proposed JT-CoMP-NOMA model over JT-CoMP-OMA under the DPO approach. In this scenario, two CoMP-UEs are included in each NOMA cluster and the spectral efficiency for JT-CoMP-NOMA is higher than that for JT-CoMP-OMA.
C. Energy Efficiency Performance
The EE performance of the proposed CoMP-NOMA system under both JPO and DPO approaches and its comparison with the CoMP-OMA system are demonstrated in Fig. 5 . Under CS-CoMP, all the CoMP-BSs except one, which serves the CoMP-UE, utilize power control, thus the offset ICI in (11) could not be utilized. As a result, all individual UE's achievable data rate under CS-JT-CoMP transmission may not meet the rate requirement, i.e., the rate that could be achieved in JT-CoMP-OMA. In particular, a CoMP-UE's date rate decreases as the channel gains for the non-CoMP-UEs served by the MBS decease, which is shown in Fig. 6(b) .
This can be intuitively explained as follows: as the distance of a non-CoMP-UE served by the MBS increases with respect to the MBS itself, then the effect of channel gain in the SINR formula decreases and thus the required amount of transmit power increases. Increase in the transmit power for non-CoMP-UEs served by the MBS significantly increases ICI to CoMP-UEs, and therefore, the SINR (and hence the achievable data rate) decreases. The ICI for non-CoMP-UEs served by the SBS also increases; however, this impact can be small if their channel gains are high.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have modeled and analyzed the problem of dynamic power allocation for downlink CoMP-NOMA in multi-cell networks. Considering a two-tier HetNet as an example of multi-cell network, we have formulated the optimal power allocation for downlink CoMP-NOMA as a joint power optimization problem among the coordinating BSs. Due to the high computational complexity associated with the proposed joint power optimization approach, we have proposed a lowcomplexity distributed power optimization method for each coordinating BS. The optimal power allocation solution for each coordinating BS under the distributed approach is independent of the solutions at other coordinating BSs. We have also derived the necessary conditions under which the distributed power optimization solution becomes a valid solution for the joint power optimization problem. Finally, through rigorous numerical analysis, we have demonstrated the gain in spectral efficiency for the proposed CoMP-NOMA system in comparison with their CoMP-OMA counterparts. The performance gap between the proposed joint power optimization and distributed power optimization approaches has been considered as well. The proposed dynamic power allocation model for CoMP-NOMA, which is valid for any multi-cell downlink system including a homogeneous cellular system, can be extended for scenarios with multiple BS antennas [26] .
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
We will proof Lemma 1 under two subsections: firstly we will prove that the objective function of the problem in (4) is a strictly concave function of the downlink transmit power, and then we will show that the constraints of problem (4) are affine functions.
A. The Objective Function of Problem (4) Is Strictly Concave
We can prove this by showing that the Hessian matrix obtained from the sum-rate for an M -user, M ≥ 2, downlink NOMA is negative definite. A matrix is negative definite if all of its m-th order (∀m ∈ M ) leading principal minors alternate in sign, starting from negative, i.e., the minors of odd-numbered order are negative and those of even-numbered order are positive.
As an example, consider a 2-user downlink NOMA. Then the sum-rate formula over unit NOMA resource element is
where γ 2 > γ 1 . The Hessian matrix of (A.1) can be written as
. Then the first-order principle minor of H (2) , denoted as det H (2) 1 , can be written as det H
(A.
2)
The second-order principle minor of H (2) , denoted as det H
2 , can be written as det H
Since π 2 , π 2 and φ 2 all are positive and γ 2 > γ 1 , the firstorder principle minor of H (2) is negative and those for second order is positive. Therefore, the sum-rate of 2-user downlink NOMA of ascending channel gain based SIC ordering is a strictly concave function of transmit power. Now, consider a 3-user downlink NOMA of ascending channel gain based SIC ordering, then the sum-rate over unit NOMA resource element is
where γ 3 > γ 2 > γ 1 . The Hessian matrix of (A.4) can be written as
Then the first-order principle minor of H (3) , denoted as det H
1 , can be written as det H
(A.5)
The second-order principle minor of H (3) , denoted as det H
2 , can be written as det H Also, the third-order principle minor of H (3) , denoted as det H
3 , can be written as det H
Since π 2 , π 2 , φ 2 , φ 2 and ψ 2 all are positive and γ 2 > γ 2 > γ 1 , the first-order and third-order principle minor of H (3) are negative while those for second-order are positive. Therefore, the sum-rate of 3-user downlink NOMA of ascending channel gain based SIC ordering is also a strictly concave function of transmit power. The proof can be easily expanded for an M -user (M ≥ 2) downlink NOMA system of ascending channel gain-based SIC decoding order. Using induction, for an M -user downlink NOMA system, the leading principal minors can be written as For an M -user downlink NOMA sum-rate maximization problem, there are 2M constraints: one constraint for the power budget, M − 1 constraints for the SIC, and M other constraints for the rate requirements of M NOMA users. In the optimization problem in (4), the power budget constraint C1 and the SIC constraints C3 all are affine functions of NOMA users' power allocation, and thus they are convex/concave. In the following, we will prove that the constraints C2 are also affine functions of NOMA users' power allocation. Now, consider the rate constraint for user i as follows:
(A.13)
By letting ϕ i = (2 R i B − 1), (A.13) can be written as
which is an affine function of p = [p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p M ] T . Because all NOMA users' rate requirements follow a similar form, they are all affine functions of p. This proves Lemma 1.
APPENDIX B CLOSED-FORM OPTIMAL POWER ALLOCATION FOR M-USER DOWNLINK NOMA
To obtain a closed-form solution for M -user downlink NOMA, let consider a specific value of M , say, M = 3. Then the optimal power allocation problem (4) for downlink NOMA can be stated as
The Lagrangian for the optimization problem can be expressed as L(p, λ, μ, ψ)
where λ, μ and ν are the Lagrange multipliers (LMs); and
Taking derivatives of (B.1) w.r.t. p i , λ, μ i , ν j , we can write Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions as:
To obtain the optimal solution for p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 , we need to solve (B.5)-(B.10) for each realization of the LMs. That is, if λ, μ and ν are positive (i.e, hold inequality) then their corresponding Lagrange derivatives will be equal to zero. The optimal power solution for a particular realization of LMs is also verified by (B.2)-(B.4). That is, if the optimal solutions i.e., for n = m, the rate constraint for CoMP-UE k can be written as
